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More Trigonometric Integrals

By Henry E. Fettis

Abstract. Integrals of the form

r/2 e-o'cos" OdO,        r/2e'Pesm"ede
Jo Jo

(p real, Re(^) > -1) are expressed in terms of Gamma and hypergeometric functions for

integer and noninteger values of q snap. The results include those of [2] as special cases.

Introduction. The integrals considered here are

/•ir/2

'0

fir/2

(1) (      e'^cos" OdO,
Jo

(2) r/2 eipesin" 0d6,
Jo

where p is real, and Re(^r) > -1. Values for some of the above integrals are

recorded in [1, art. 3.631], but only for special (or integer) values of "q ", and not

always in closed form. The integrals (1) and (2) are, of course, related since, with the

change of variable 0 -» 7r/2 - 6,(2) becomes

(3) i"72 e""W0dO = eiín,/2 fv/2 e^cos«0 dO
Jo Jo

resulting in the following relations:

(4)

(5)

/       sin* 0 cos p6 d6 = sin *-r- f      cos* 0 sin p6
Jo 2   J0

de

+ cos^r-/      cosq Ocos pOdO,
I  J0

j '   sin"7Ösin pOdd = sin^- / /   cosqOcosp8
J0 2   J0

dO

-cos^-/      cosq0sinp0d0.
2   Jc,

pi!   rv/2

It is evident that, either with the aid of multiple angle formulae, or integration by

parts, all of these integrals can be evaluated in finite form if either "p" or "q", or

both, are integers, see, e.g., [1, arts. 2.536-8]. For this reason, it will be assumed in

the remainder of the paper that "/»" and "q" are arbitrary, noninteger quantities,

subject to the conditions stated above.
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1. Evaluation by Contour Integration. The integrals in question are evaluated by

integrating the function

(6) f(z) = (l+z2r{z"-"-1)

in the complex z (= pe'e = x + iy) plane around the contour consisting of the

portion of the real axis from x = 0 to x = 1, the quarter arc of the unit circle from

0 = 0 to 0 = it/2, and the portion of the imaginary axis from y = 1 to y = 0. The

total line integral is zero, provided the contour is modified by small circular arcs

about the branch points at z = 0 and z = i, since there is no contribution to the total

value of the integral from these arcs when their radii approach zero, provided

Re(^) > -1 and Re(/> - q) > 0. The total Une integral thus becomes a linear

combination of the real integrals

(7) i"'2 cosq 0 sin pOdO,
Jo

(8) r/2 cosqOcospOdO,

(9) (l {l + t)"t("-q'2^2dt,

(10) C {l-t)qt^-q-2^2dt.
Jo

The integral (10), as is well known, can be expressed by Gamma functions:

r(i + ,)r(^)

^2+p+q
(11) f1 {l-t)qt^-q^/2dt =

while (9) can be evaluated as a hypergeometric function:

(12) f\l + tr^-q-^dt = J^2Fx(-q,^;l-^^-,-l)

(see, e.g., [1, art 9.111], or [4, p. 12]).

Equating the real and imaginary parts of the resulting integrals gives

r(i + q)r(
(a)    21+qr   cosq0cosp0d0 = sm[E^ri7r)-7T—\

J0 V     2       /     ^  2 +p + q

(13)     (b)    l^f^œ^Osn.pOdO^-^^^-q,^--^^--!)

P jU/^m-coslr      "ffl-

r(^)   '
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and using the relations (4) and (5),

(a)    21+qí      sin" 0 cos pOdO
Jo

2sin(pir/2)    v[  ^  p- g   2+p- q

2     ' 2ifi-g.V1.     ,     ;-i

,(f).r(1y)r(^)
I 2 /       T,/2 + p+¿

(14)

r|        2

ir/2

0

-2cos(j?y2)    ^  ^  />~g, 2+;?- g

/> - q

(b)    21+9f      sin96»sin pOdO
Jc\

2Fi(-q>

+ cos(f)
rf 2+p + q

(It may be noted that, of the four relations in (13) and (14), only (13a) is given in [1]

for arbitrary values of "p" and "q", and also that, although these relations were

established under the assumption that Re(/> - q) > 0, the various functions on the

right of (13) and (14) are defined for all values of "p" and "q", provided

(p — q) ¥= 0, -2, -4,... ,-2n, and therefore the results may be extended to the wider

range Re(g) > -1 by analytic continuation.)

2. Expressions When \(p — q)'\s n Negative Integer or Zero. From principles of

continuity, it follows that all of the results given by Eqs. (13) and (14) must hold if

"p" is replaced by "-/>". In particular, from (13), we get, after some obvious

transformations of the Gamma function:

(a) 21+q f/2 cos"0cos P0 dO = m—,-r(*+rg)    ,,--r,
W h ' Y\l + \(p + q)\Y\l- \{p-q)Y

(b) 21+q T/2 cosq0sin pOdO

(15) 2
- p-Tq- 2Fl(-4>-ttP + q);l-h{p + q);-l)

. .rr T(l+q)
-iTCOt(p + q)~

2T[l+Hp + q)}T[l-\{p-q)}'

and the above equations now yield determinate expressions when %(p — q) is a.

negative integer or zero. Specifically if we set p = q + 2 k, and make use of the

relation

2Fx{a, b; c; z) = (1 - z)~b2Fxyc - a, b\ c\ JZT[)>
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(15b) becomes

/? 9^ + 9
1 + 9 l7,/    ™9 /)„:»/■„ ±iM/ij/i-£_2l+qT    cosq0sin{q + 2k)0dO = -—— 2Fx(l - k,-k - q;l - k - q\\)

J0 k + q

(16) r(i + q)
-ff cot gw:—

r(l + k + q)T(l -k)'

and if "k " is a positive integer, the second term vanishes, while the hypergeometric

series terminates. The result then becomes equivalent to formula 3.632(3) of [1]. On

the other hand, if "k " is a negative integer or zero, the second term remains, and the

series is no longer finite.

As a special result in the second case, we obtain the following closed form

expression for the integral

(17) r/2 cosq0sinq0d0 = ¿ 2F1(l,-q; 1 - q; \) - -^-cot qir,
jo ¿q 2q

which has not been given previously, except for integer "q ", in which case the above

expression is indeterminate [see Eq. (20) below].

3. Alternative Integral Representations When p - q is an Even Integer. A different,

and much simpler representation for the integrals in (16) and (17) can be obtained

by re-expressing (13b) in terms of (11) and (12):

21+"f      cosq0sin pOdO
Jo

= fl Ui + ty-iUp-^2-ldt
(18) A)   L J

1 - cos — {p - q)
+ 2-?-+ cos l(p - q) f   [l -(1 - t)qy"-^2-ldt.

p - q I Jq

In the limit, as/> -» q, this gives, for arbitrary "q" > — 1,

(19) ir+'t"2 cos'OsinqOdO = C  <l +'}'~ * * + f1 l-^-^-dt
Jo Jo t Jo t

Jn      U - 1

rl   uq-

'0

and if "q" is a positive integer, "«", the following result quoted in [1, formula

3.631(16)]:

/•tt/2 z-2   u" — 1 72        ?3 9"
(20)    21+nr   cos"0sinn0d0= f-^du = 2 + 4r + 4- +  •••+—.

^o •'o    " _ 1 2       3 n

The result of Eq. (19) is significant in that it shows that the integral on the left can

be evaluated in terms of elementary functions whenever "q " is a rational number,

(n/m), since then, with the change of variable

u = v"
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on the right-hand side, the integrand becomes the quotient of two polynomials. For

example,

i"72 cos^20s,n\0d0 = 2-1/2P+I/2 ±&- - 1 - 2-^ln(21^ + i);
J0 J0        1 + v

(21)     (      cos^40sin\0d0 = 2 + 3/4f
Jo Jn

2l/4 v dv

Jo       (1 + u)(l + t>2)

= 2 - 2-1/4[in(2i/4 + 1) = i m^1/2 + 1) + tan"1^1/4)].

Application of the same transformation to the integral in (16) gives, for k > 0,

(22) 21 + ?T/2 cos«0sin(4 + 2k)0dO = C uq(u - l)*_1du,
Jo Jo

and after expanding the term (u - l)k_1 by the binomial theorem and integrating

term-by-term, we obtain the expansion of formula 3.632(3) of [1]. On the other hand,

successive integrations by parts applied to the right-hand side of (22) leads to a

different representation:

(23)

f      cos" 0sin(q +2k) OdO

q+1
1

q + 2
2 +

0-l)(¿-2)    22 +

(q + 2)(q + 3)

When "k " is negative, similar, but more complex, expressions can be obtained for

the integral in (16), by first subtracting from the integrands on the right side of (18)

the first (\k\ + 1) terms of the Taylor series for (1 + t)q and (1 - t)q. For example,

if k = -1, we get

21 + q T/2 cosq0sin{q - 2)0dO
Jo

'f1 [(l + 0"-l -qt]t(p-qV21dt

+ cos^(p-q)f [l -qt-{l-tyyp-^/2-ldt

=     lim
/7-9->-2 iyo

(24) | 21 - cosf(/> - q) +      1 + cosf(/> - q)

p-q q      p-q+2

-I
-L

1  (l + tY-l-qt^      fx  (l-qt-(l-t)q)

o t2
-dt f dt

2 u"-l-q(u- 1)
du-2.

(u-iy

For integer values of q = n, this again becomes a terminating series, since

u" - 1 -n(u- 1)

(M-l)2

= 0;       « = 0,1,

= m""2 + 2m"-3 +•••+(«- 1);       n>\,
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21+n T/2 cosnOsin(n-2)0dO
Jo

(25)
'•yn — l jn — 2

+ 2-^-^+  ■■■ + («-l)-2

Similarly,

(26)

72-1 n - 2
---2;       « = 0,1.

2l + q r/2 cos"Osin(q - 4)0dO
Jo

-2;       «>1,

Í,
2 u< - 1 - q(u - 1) - \q(q - l)(u - I)'

(u-1)3
du — 2q

and

(27)

21+" r/2 cos"* sin(« - 4)0 dO

2«-2 2""3      , 2""4 (« - 1)(« - 2)    „
+ 3- + 6-- +  ••• + -^-^r-¿- 2

. « — 2        «-3        7t — 4
— 2«;       « > 2,

= -2«;       m = 0,1,2.

Alternatively, integration by parts leads to

f«r/2
(28)      r/2 cosq0sin p0d0 = —^— fl - 9 T/2 cos«_10sin(/> + 1)0do),

Jo q ~~ p \       Jo )

which, when applied successively k times gives, for k > 0, q > k - 1,

P^cos'Ösin^- 2^)0^0

(29)

<?(<?- 1) •••(<?-A:+1)
2a*!

rw/2

'0
xiJw/2cos"~keàn{q- k)0d0

2- 1!

{q-k+1)      (q-k+l)(q-k + 2)

,k-l

+   ...   +
(2)-x(fc-l)!

(9-* + l)(?-A: + 2)---9

with the second integral in (29) given by (19). If q = k, the above result reduces to

that of (20).

4. The Special Case: q = 1. In the case of Eq. (14b), the condition

Re(g)> -1

may be modified to

Re(?)> -1.
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For q = -1, the first term on the right becomes

(30)

where

-2C-f^2Fx{l,\{l+p);h{3 +p);-l)

= -cos\ptrjl (1 + t)'lt("-1)/2dt = -cos^i^-y^),

ß(*)-\
*

1  + X

*(!)

(see [1, formula 8.371(1)], or [3, formula 15.1.23]), while the second term reduces to

77/2. Hence we obtain

i±p\  .T.n+/>'
(31) /

ir/2   Sin pO   ,.        77        1 1
—¿-dO = — - - COS 7T/777

o        sino 2      2        2
* *(:

a result given previously by the author [2, Eq. (11)]. In a similar manner, by

subtracting the result of Eq. (14a) from the corresponding one when p = 0, and

taking the limit as q -» -1, we get the expression for

<»> r1-^*»-^
i+p

1 . 1
sin — prr

•(e)
3 + p

* L+2
2 "" 2J

as given by Eq. (11) of the above reference.

5. Watson's Integral. In [5, p. 313], the following value is given for the integral

íii\     C"      ma        ¡¡¿a     (-)msin/>77      / p + m p + m       \
(33)    Jo  cos™0cosp0d8 = 2m{p + m)2Fx(-m,-^—,l - -^-,-1),

where the sign of the second parameter has been corrected (cf. Math. Comp., v. 14,

1960, p. 221). The above result has been reproduced with the incorrect sign in [4, p.

16], as well as in [1, art. 3.631(18)], with reference to the wrong page of [5], but is

given correctly in art. 9.114 of [1].

The relation (33) is easily derived from (13a) and (14b) by bisecting the range of

integration, and it can also be shown that the restriction p # 0, ± n is not necessary,

since from elementary considerations, the integral is, in this case, zero except when

m > n and m — n is even, in which instance it is equal to

(34)

m
m — n

On the other hand, after replacing p by -p in the right side of (33), the latter

expression becomes

CK\ (-)m sin pit       1        p-m p-m

(35) 2"{P-myF\-m'  2  '1+   2

while the hypergeometric series may be written in the form

;->),
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<*> (^M-v^+^-'hl C)
¿.■"o P - m + 2k '

which will be finite unless {p — m) is a negative even integer, or zero. It follows

that, since

lim   f    ™p\,\ = «{-i)m,
p^m-ik \p-m + 2kj

the expression (35) will attain the value given by (34) when p is an integer: n < m,

and m - n is even, but will vanish otherwise.
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